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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Saturday, October 9, 2021 | Virtual | 8pm EST
www.healingtreenonprofit.org/ungala

Help us share our mission
and your brand
across the nation.

Pictured from left: N’Kenge (Original Broadway Cast of Motown: The Musical, Spring 2021
Broadway’s Caroline, or Change), Marissa Ghavami (Not Fade Away, It’s Showtime at the Apollo, The Gift of
Christmas; Healing TREE Founder), Kevin Kilner (The Blacklist, The Good Wife, Madam Secretary, Blue
Bloods, Royal Pains, House of Cards).
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Help us grow a healing movement
Trauma – both interpersonal and systemic – is a true public health crisis and the root cause
of many of society’s toughest problems: mental and physical illness, addiction, crime,
domestic violence, homelessness, and suicide.

Effective treatments are available but there is a lack of public awareness, as well as little
integration between the trauma, mental health, and medical fields.

Healing TREE (Trauma Resources, Education & Empowerment) is dedicated to
spreading the word that healing – not just coping with symptoms – is possible. We work
to transform lives, and ultimately society, by providing trauma-focused
resources and education, as well as producing relevant film, television, and
theatre projects.

Our goal: Create a healing movement.

Support our 2021 UnGala
As our nation struggles with the crises of a global
pandemic and systemic racism, people need to
hear our message of hope and healing more than
ever. We’re not going to let this time of
physical distancing stop us from doing just that.

Clockwise from upper left: Charles Baker (“Skinny Pete” on
Breaking Bad), The Shasta V, The Rigano Brother’s “Screen to
Screen”, Stephanie Mangan, MRS LPCC-S, EMDR Therapist

Our 6th Annual (Un)Gala is an opportunity to share our message (and your brand) with more
people than ever before. Using cutting-edge technology, we're creating a live,
online celebration featuring stars from television, film, and Broadway. Our potential audience
will span the globe.

Because our Gala is moving online, more of your sponsor dollars will go directly to
programming, plus you’ll be able to claim a far greater portion of your donation as a tax
deduction.

Your sponsorship of this elegant, celebrity-filled event supports Healing TREE’s operations
and programming. Guests will have the opportunity to enjoy fantastic entertainment, bid in
our auction and hear personal stories of the hope that comes from healing trauma.
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Sponsorship Levels

For more information contact: Marissa Ghavami:
mghavami@healingtreenonprofit.org
or call 502.743.2733
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Our Programs
Approved Care Network
Healing TREE has created, and continues to grow, the
first national directory of vetted, trauma-focused
providers, trained in brain-body based modalities, by
state. Our ACN helps spread healing from trauma
rather than coping with the symptoms.

EMDR Therapy Training For Clinicians
We bring internationally recognized trauma experts
to local mental health practitioners to train them in EMDR
(Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing), a
leading, evidence-based, trauma-focused treatment
modality. This 52 hour intensive training has life-changing
results. We have already facilitated training of clinicians
who work with approximately 3,600 children in the
Kentucky foster care system, 95% of whom are below the poverty level. Some of these
children have no longer needed medication, no longer self-harmed and even improved
their symptoms so much that they no longer require their previous level of care.

Workshops built around our Short Film
With a nod to the classic film Gaslight, our short
film Silk and accompanying workshop spark
conversations on college campuses, at high schools, and
community organizations about the warning signs of
insidious forms of abuse and trauma and what to do
about them. Featuring well-known actors, Silk will soon
be in the film festival circuit and available to the public.
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Stars Come Out To Support Healing TREE
Our 2020 Special Guests:

Christina Bianco

Tyrone L. Robinson

Pooya Mohseni

Emily Althaus

Forbidden Broadway

Disney's Frozen on

Law & Order: SVU

Orange Is The New

Broadway

Black

Charles Baker

Tonya Canady

Laith Nakli

Jordan Baker Kilner

Breaking Bad

I Know This Much Is True

Ramy

New Adventures
of Old Christine

N’Kenge

Kevin Kilner

Andy Lucien

Andrew Pirozzi

Broadway’s Motown:

House of Cards

The Blacklist

Disney's Frozen

The Musical (OBC)

on Broadway (OBC)

Want to Sponsor Healing TREE’s UnGala 2021 Online?
Contact Marissa Ghavami: mghavami@healingtreenonprofit.org
or call 502.743.2733

FB: Facebook.com/healingtreenonprofit.org | IG/TW: @healingtreeorg
www.healingtreenonprofit.org

